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No. 602L: A silicon, integrated circuit chip characterized as a pluse width modulator for use in SLC®-8 Carrier System. 

SEE RATINGS 
BELOW 

Designed for power converter applications where constant frequency control is needed. Contains a temperature-compensated voltage reference and 

clock, a voltage comparator, a peak-current limit circuit and an output stage. The muimum duty cycle is adjustable up to 80 percent and the 

switching frequency is temperature stabilized up to 100 kHz. Used on SLC-8 carrier systems where conversion frequency is 82 kHz. 

No. 602M: A silicon, integrated circuit (32-beam) chip characterized as a single amplifier, rectifier and peak detector for equalization and automatic line 

build out. 
Contains six subcircuits: two wideband, conpensated, open-loop amplifiers; a wideband closed loop amplifier; a peak detector which drives two 

variable resistance diode strings; a full-wave rectifier, and a voltage reference. When these subcircuits are used with external components, the 

equalization function is performed and will operate satisfactorily over the temperature range of -40°C to +85°C. 

The subcircuits are designed to operate with dual power supplies (-5.4 V ±5% and +5.4 V ±5%). 

Fabricated using beam-lead, sealed-junction technology. 
Intended for use in the line repeaters of TlD Carrier. 

No. 602N: A silicon, integrated circuit chip characterized as a transmitter for G-Signaling System . 

Custom designed in medium voltage SBC technology and features three closed-loop gain configured operational amplifiers with gains of one, two, 

and one, respectively . 
No. 602R: A beam-lead, sealed-junction silicon integrated circuit chip with 32 leads. Characterized as a tone-decoder phase-locked loop. 

Contains a phase comparator, a window detector, a current-controlled oscillator, a quadrature phase comparator , an internal voltage regulator, ON 

and OFF timers, and a TTL compatible output. 
Circuit designed for use with power supplies from 9.0 to 30 volts. The free running frequency can range up to 10 kHz . It features fast captive time 

(< 10 cycles), adjustable band width and variable ON and OFF delays. 

Initial use: No. 14F Regenerator (180 Mb/s). 

Code No. 
602L 
602M 

Comcode 
102 989 316 
103 037 297 

602N 103 113 924 
602R 103 651 550 

Rating 
A.T.&T.Co.Std. 
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